Serp checker software

When you search for something on the Web, search engines have to figure out the best order to display their results in. Only the pages with the best SEO practices and website factors end up in the upper parts of a SERP. The easiest way to figure out how to increase your SERP position is to use an application called a SERP checker. In case you
haven’t heard about these tools before, let’s talk about what they do, how they do it, and why you should look at the ones we cover here. An Overview of SERP Checkers Before we go into the best SERP checks to use for your business, let’s talk about what a SERP check is and why it is an important tool. What is a SERP Checker? A SERP checker
reviews search engine result pages (SERPs) to see where a specific website ranks among search results. These tools tend to ask that the user input a specific keyword or key phrase and then run a check on search engine results to review where that website falls on the results listing. The Different Types of SERP Checkers For the most part, SERP
checkers work in the same framework as each other. These tools scan the Internet for the top results for a given keyword and return information on why those websites rank well. There are a lot of factors that add up to a page’s ranking, but SERPs try to identify those for users. However, there is another tool out there similar to a SERP checker: a
SERP tracker. These tools chart the changes to a website’s ranking over time for a certain keyword. So, rather than providing immediate changes a user can make for their website, SERP trackers show how a website’s ranking changes with time. Why are SERP Checkers Important? SERP checks give website owners a way to see what changes they
need to make for their website to improve its overall ranking. Getting onto the top results for a keyword means that visitors will come to your website more often than if you rank lower on result pages. Plus, many of the popular SERP checkers come with tools that help implement those changes or track changes to a website’s rank over time.
Combining immediate suggestions along with analytic data over time can make something like a SERP tracker useful for growing businesses and marketing staff. How We Tested SERP Checkers To ensure that we deliver the best suggestions possible, we have some criteria we look over to see what SERP checkers are the best. These are the criteria
we look at the most: Number of Keywords Included in Plans: A higher number of keywords in a plan means more ways to get data about your websiteCompetition Analysis: Giving insights on how your competitors fare compared to your website is one way a SERP checker provides feedback. Dashboard and User Interface: Clean dashboards with useful
info and a UI that is easy to navigate will make getting info from your SERP checker faster. Pricing: Everything you get from a SERP checker should be at a price that makes sense.Accuracy: Good SERP checkers need to be accurate about your page ranking to be useful toolsAdditional Features Besides Rank Tracing: Any other features that a SERP
checker offers while providing the above feature can mean fewer tools needed by a website owner to take care of their website’s rankings. 1. Our Pick: Ahrefs Ahrefs is the leader in the industry for a reason. Their depth of tools and broad database of keyword searches and website indexes means that Ahrefs keyword rankings tend to be above the rest
in accuracy. While Ahrefs can feel expensive compared to other choices on this list, using Ahrefs means that you receive accurate reports and data in an organized and clear dashboard. 2. Runner Up: AccuRanker While AccuRanker isn’t as accurate or as deep as Ahrefs, it has a better and clearer UI than Ahrefs. For the visual learners among us, a
better picture explaining how your website stacks up against the others can be the difference between getting the idea and missing it entirely. 3. Budget Pick: Nightwatch Both Ahrefs and AccuRanker have pricing plans that tend to favor larger keyword allowances and tools that benefit agencies and large websites. Nightwatch has many of the same
tools and depth that these applications have but without the price point of cutting back on the keyword count. For independent creators or those working on a budget, Nightwatch can add some SERP checker functionality without breaking the bank. Why You Should Trust Us So, these suggestions are well and good, but why should you take them to
heart? After all, isn’t it possible that we just want to push certain products onto you like other websites? The truth is that SERP checkers matter to us. We review tens of thousands of keywords every day to ensure that the niche websites we manage show up in search results despite their small size. Without that experience, we wouldn’t be able to
deliver fair reviews on these handy tools. Speaking of reviews, we review software as another part of our livelihood. Editorial guidelines for software are strict, so to keep ourselves consistent, we take those strict guidelines into everything we do. Combined with our industry monitoring practices, we think we are capable and trustworthy reviewers to
our readers. Who This is For While anyone can buy a license for a SERP checker, it’s not something we recommend for the average person. Instead, the folks that we think will get the most out of a SERP checker are website owners. Why This is Best for Website Owners Website owners generally don’t manage a website on a whim. Instead, their
websites suit some purpose. Whether that purpose is sales, marketing, or content creation, a website is a tool that an individual or businesses can use to promote themselves. With a SERP checker, a website owner can see how their website stacks up against the competition. Many of the best checkers can help you hone in on the best changes to make
to have your website start showing up on search result pages. How We Picked and Evaluated Before we get into the details of why we picked out top choices, let’s talk a little more about the review criteria we teased earlier. 1. Number of Keywords Included in Plans Our top priority when reviewing SERP checkers was the number of keywords they
offer as part of their plans. Most checkers allow up to a certain number of keywords to their users as part of their pricing. Why Number of Keywords Included in Plans Matters The biggest draw of using a SERP checker is to see how a website stack up against its competition within a certain search query. These queries use keywords to link up a user’s
question with the website offering info about that keyword. By expanding the number of keywords one can review, website owners can see how their website stacks across a broader range of search queries. 2. Accuracy Another big part of how effective a SERP checker will be is in its accuracy. Why Accuracy Matters SERP checkers can’t know exactly
how your page will line compared to others for several reasons. One of these reasons is that most major search engines have variables look that doesn’t always make sense or aren’t known to outside users. Plus, websites change often, causing their rankings to change over time. Still, the closer a SERP checker can get to offering accurate info will help
more in the long term than a checker that often misrepresents where your website ranks among its peers. 3. Pricing As is the case for every tool or software we review, the out-of-pocket cost for the tool will play a big part in our evaluations. Why Pricing Matters As always in business, money matters. If a tool costs a lot and doesn’t perform the way
you need it to, you’ll waste a lot of money for no benefit. Similarly, you don’t want to overpay for something that you can get for cheaper from somewhere else, especially if it’s the same or higher quality service. Plus, many website owners operate small businesses or are the property of independent creators. The less money these small projects have
to spend, the more they can spend on growth or satisfying their customers. 4. Dashboard and User Interface How you interface with your SERP checker is important, just like with any other software. We’re used to thinking about how UI affects a user’s experience, so we factored that into our ratings, too. Why Dashboard and User Interface Matters A
clunky UI will keep a user from getting the info they need from an application. Given all the info that SERP checkers provide to users, having a useful dashboard and clean UI affects a SERP checker’s usability. Ideally, you have some options to customize the info the dashboard gives or the looks of the UI. This won’t be the case for every SERP
checker, but it’s nice to have. 5. Competition Analysis SERP checkers are different from many other applications in that they exist to compare services against one another rather than offering a service. So, how a SERP checker provides that info matters to the application’s utility. Why Competition Analysis Matters SERP checkers should give you the
info you need to rank high in search results. You cannot rank higher without seeing how your competition does it. So, good SERP checkers will explain how competitor websites manage to rank above and what factors contribute to that ranking difference. 6. Additional Features Besides Rank Tracking While the above five criteria are the most
important, we also wanted to look at the other features a SERP checker offers to its users as part of our evaluation. Why Additional Features Besides Rank Tracking Matter Well-designed applications offer a range of features without feeling clunky or difficult to navigate. Plenty of the better SERP checkers out there do more than just review SERPs,
meaning there are plenty of other functions to review and grade a SERP checker on. The Best SERP Checker: Our Top Picks in Detail So, now that you know what we considered when ranking our picks, here are our top picks for the best SERP checkers out there right now: 1. Our Pick: Ahrefs Ahrefs is one of the biggest names in SEO tools. The
company offers a package of tools for businesses of all sizes that rely on their huge server of keywords, backlinks, and search traffic trends. If you look into SERP checkers, Ahrefs is one of the main names that come up for quality and capability. Specs Here are the specs for the website: Keywords Included750 – 10,000Pricing$99/month to
$999/monthEase of UseMediumMobile Ranking Support?Yes What We Like These are the things we like about Ahrefs as a SERP checker: Huge database: Ahrefs has servers with data on billions of keywords and millions of backlinks and search history trends to refer to for their webpage rankings Content idea generation: The included tools help you
find low-competition keywords to get content ideas for your website Site audits: The application can run an audit on your website to see where improvements can be made Refined keyword research: Between keyword suggestions and a database covering over 170 countries of users, Ahrefs has plenty of keyword research tools New tools: Ahrefs
produces new tools for their users regularly What We Don’t Like However, there are some downsides to using Ahrefs for SERP checking: High price: Ahrefs comes in at $99 per month for its cheaper plan, making it an expensive option compared to other SERP checkers Weekly updates: Ahrefs updates its website rankings once per week, a pace that
is sometimes too slow for how fast the Internet operates Limited clarity on release dates: Ahrefs doesn’t always offer clear release schedules for their new tools Short free trial: The free trial only lasts for seven days, which isn’t a lot of time to get accustomed to all the tools Ahrefs offers. Little value for small users: Between the expense and range of
features, Ahrefs won’t be worth the investment for owners of smaller websites or businesses Why We Chose Ahrefs As Our Winner With the summary laid out, let’s get in-depth about why Ahrefs is our top pick for SERP checkers. Number of Keywords Included in Plans Regardless of which plan you pick, the number of keywords that Ahrefs will report
on is middle of the pack among its competitors. However, Ahrefs has a huge range of keywords you can apply to your projects, meaning they probably have a dozen or more keywords that are relevant to your website already logged in their servers. Accuracy Ahrefs has more than just its keyword database to rely on. The application relies on data from
across 170 countries, with each one having a separate listing for the keywords indexed by users in that nation. The application also compiles data from across ten search engines. All of these factors combined mean that Ahrefs pulls from a larger segment of the Internet than any other SERP checker available. Pricing Ahrefs has four total pricing
plans: Lite: $99 per month Standard: $199/month Advanced: $399 per month Enterprise: $999 per month The higher up you go in cost, the more features you unlock and the larger number of keywords you can track with the application. These prices are higher than the average SERP checker due to the number of features and tools built-in into
Ahrefs. Dashboard and User Interface The dashboard for Ahrefs is simple and displays information for all of your projects in the center of the page. This arrangement makes it easy to see how your websites perform at a glance right when you log in. All of Ahref’s tools have links at the top of the dashboard. The UI makes it easy to navigate between
different tools and import data across these tools or export generated data as a local file. Competition Analysis Part of the analytics that Ahrefs offers its users is a keyword ranking and a domain rating. The keyword rating is a number that shows how strongly your website correlates to that keyword set you defined. The domain ranking is your
authority on the topic, represented by your keyword relevance and ranking in search engines. Additional Features Besides Rank Tracking In addition to its SERP checker functions, Ahrefs has tools for content research and content idea generation. Reviewing suggestion keywords by traffic rating can give you ideas on content to create for your
website without having to compete in over-saturated search pages. 2. AccuRanker AccuRanker is a keyword-focused SERP checker that provides info to users about their SERP results based on keyword usage. While AccuRanker doesn’t have the same SEO tools that other SERP checkers can offer, the application can update results in seconds and
provide faster keyword feedback than most other checkers. Specs These are the specs we want to cover for AccuRanker: Keywords Included1,000 – 1,000,000Pricing$129/month to $2,769+/monthEase of UseMediumMobile Ranking Support?Yes What We Like These are the things that we like about AccuRanker: Google integrations: AccuRanker
integrates with Google Search Console and Google Analytics from within an option on the dashboard Simple interface: The application features a simple interface that makes it clear where all of its tools are On-demand keyword rankings: At any time, an AccuRanker user can refresh their keyword ratings for their websites from within the application
to get new results and data White-label report generation: For businesses and enterprises paying a higher price, you can generate reports to send to clients with just a few clicks Search volume estimations: All of your tracked keywords have a search volume associated with them to see how often these keywords show up in queries What We Don’t Like
These are the things we are not as keen about with AccuRanker: Keyword focus: AccuRanker offers some useful tools, but not the same range as its competitor Ahrefs Limited basic plans: The lower-cost plans don’t have the same depth of features and detail that the higher-priced plans provide. Steep prices: While SERP checkers can be expensive,
AccuRanker feels more expensive than it should be for the features it offers Limited file export types: AccuRanker only exports reports in PDF format, requiring PDF editing software to change or add information to the document Keyword information overload: AccuRanker offers a large amount of keyword data on its dashboard, which can clutter the
screen if you are not used to the layout Why We Chose AccuRanker As Our Runner-Up Let’s cover our reasons why AccuRanker is our runner-up in this review now that we have the basics covered: Number of Keywords Included in Plans AccuRanker offers plenty of trackable keywords to its users. They start at a higher minimum than what their
competitor Ahrefs offer. This fact, combined with all the information offered about those keywords, helps AccuRanker stand apart from its competition. Accuracy AccuRanker has a feature not seen in many SERP checkers: on-demand rankings for websites across their selected keywords. The ability to set your research schedule means that you can
review how a website stacks up on certain keywords in real time if desired. That level of accuracy offers plenty of utility and opportunity for SEO improvements. Pricing AccuRanker starts at a higher price minimum than many other SERP checkers. However, if you compare this price to Ahrefs, the two applications work out to be mostly even when it
comes to the number of keywords tracked per dollar. This ratio gets better as you scale up into the enterprise solutions AccuRanker offers that Ahrefs doesn’t. Dashboard and User Interface AccuRanker has a beautiful and easy-to-read UI for its dashboard and various keyword optimization tools. The two-tone UI makes it easy to see where your data
end and the tools and functions start. Most of your options will be on the left-hand side of the screen and sit grounded together to avoid users having to search for their optimization tools. Competition Analysis AccuRanker estimates your ranking like any other high-quality SERP checker. Even with the on-demand assessments, AccuRanker can get
things wrong in the same ways any other SERP checker can fail. Still, we saw except for some edge cases, AccuRanker could track websites across almost any keyword. You can then compare your websites against the competition from within AccuRanker to see what changes need to be made. Additional Features Besides Rank Tracking In addition to
its free Google Grump and live SERP ranker tools, AccuRanker also features integrations with a range of programs and applications. Users can connect their AccuRanker account to services like Databox and Adobe Analytics in addition to the Google Search Console and Google Analytics. However, AccuRanker doesn’t have the same level of additional
features we saw with Ahrefs. AccuRanker would still be great as an enterprise solution for a business or marketing company, thanks to its focus on keyword research, though. 3. Nightwatch Nightwatch is a straightforward SERP checker with a few extra bells and whistles to go along with it. The application costs less than most of its competition,
making it our top pick for budget options. The tools you’ll get with Nightwatch are not as extensive as with tools like Ahrefs or AccuRanker, but for a small business or blog, it will be enough without breaking the bank. Specs Here is the spec summary for the Nightwatch SERP checker: Keywords Included500 – 5,000Pricing$39/month to
$369/monthEase of UseEasyMobile Ranking Support?No What We Like Here is what we like about Nightwatch: Well-priced: We choose Nightwatch as our budget option for a reason – the applications cost much less per keyword than other SERP checks Advanced tools for rank tracking: You can customize keyword reports with different widgets to get
specific data from your keyword reports Extra platform support: In addition to Google, Nightwatch also has keyword research for platforms like YouTube and DuckDuckGo Ranking graph annotations: Keyword ranking graphs in Nightwatch accept comments and annotations like Google Analytics graphs Ranking update emails: You can create email
updates for keyword rankings that go out every day, week, or month. What We Don’t Like These are the things that we don’t like so much from Nightwatch: Price jumps: Going above 1,000 keywords causes your price per month to shoot up significantly Help section woes: The Help page for Nightwatch has a search bar, but it doesn’t work very well at
finding keywords in their help articles Live chat is slow: The workers manning the live customer support text chat take longer to respond than other SERP checker support teams Dark UI: The UI for the entire website defaults to black with small, white text that is hard to read sometimes Free trial duration: You can adopt a 14-day free trial of
Nightwatch, but they limit the features regardless of which plan you want to purchase afterward Why We Chose Nightwatch As Our Budget Pick With the main synopsis of Nightwatch done, let’s go over the specifics of why this SERP checker is our top pick for budget buyers: Number of Keywords Included in Plans Nightwatch doesn’t have the same
range of keyword options that Ahrefs and AccuRanker do. However, the ranges they do offer work well for just about any small website or business looking to improve its SERP ranking. So, while you won’t be able to handle a large client list with a Nightwatch plan, you can get some SEO help on a budget with their plans. Accuracy In addition to
keyword references built into Nightwatch’s servers, the application also lets you follow a set number of competitor sites to review alongside your own. This tool ensures that you stay up-to-date on what your competitors do to improve their sites so that you don’t get left behind. Pricing Overall, Nightwatch has three pricing plans for its services:
Starter: $32 per month Optimize: $79 per month Agency: $279 per month The first two prices get you 500 and 1,000 keywords to review, respectively. When it comes to keywords per dollar amount, these prices are hard to beat, especially for the quality SERP checks and comparisons you receive from Nightwatch’s features. Dashboard and User
Interface Nightwatch’s UI might take some getting used to unless you are a big fan of dark themes on websites. They feature a light theme, but the dark theme is dim and can be difficult to navigate at first. Regardless of your preferred color scheme, the UI for the application is laid out well and all of your tools are clearly labeled and easy to find
within the dashboard. Competition Analysis Unlike other SERP checkers, Nightwatch lets you set specific competitors to refer to during your keyword analysis. This option lets a website owner review what their competition does to adapt to changing trends or search engine algorithm changes. This is in addition to the standard SERP checker features
that help you compare against the Internet as a whole. Additional Features Besides Rank Tracking In addition to the above features, Nightwatch also has a mobile ranking and local ranking tool to help you see how your websites stack up on mobile searches and in your local geographic area. Capturing the mobile market is important for any website,
while the local area matters more for businesses that have a physical location or service a geographic region of the world. Notable Mentions: Other Task-Specific SERP Checkers While we recommend you check out Ahrefs, AccuRanker, and Nightwatch, these three aren’t the only SERP checkers on the market. Here are some notable mentions and
why you might want to consider them for yourself: 1. Semrush Semrush is a SERP checker that offers many of the same tools our top picks do, though with some financial drawbacks. Why is Semrush a Great Option? Semrush works great at finding ways to optimize your content. You get a decent number of keywords from their various plans, ranging
between 500 and 5,000 trackable keywords for your projects. The content packages also help you create content or get inspired to make content for low-traffic keywords. Drawbacks to Semrush The problem with Semrush is that it offers many of the same features that Nightwatch offers but at a higher price. Plus, many packages of additional you
might want to add on, like their Traffic Analytics or ImpactHero AI tool, all add to the extra cost of their annual subscriptions. 2. Serpstat Serpstat is a Ukrainian-based company that delivers SERP checking features and ranking reports over time for you. In addition to its one-page and website audit options to review keyword usage, Serpstat has
integrations and features that will look familiar to anyone accustomed to the average SERP checker. Why is Serpstat a Great Option? Serpstat offers some of the best growth reporting among the SERP checkers on the market right now. The graphs made by Serpstat utilize color to accurately display your website’s ranking changes over time to show
how your SEO changes affected your growth. Drawbacks to Serpstat Unfortunately, the reporting system for your keyword and ranking growth is all that is novel about Serpstat. Serpstat uses a search allowance instead of a keyword allowance for its pricing, but it’s not clear that having thousands of searches or more each day is worth the prices. 3.
SE Ranking SE Ranking is another fine budget option for SERP checking. The application offers keyword ranking results for websites like other SERP checkers, but their plans offer fewer keywords than most other applications in the market. Why is SE Ranking a Great Option? SE Ranking offers low keyword count plans for its customers. These lowcount plans are great for those folks looking to optimize their website or even just one part of it. Because of the low keyword allowance, SE Ranking charges lower prices than other services like Nightwatch, even with the upgrade to twice-weekly updates on keywords rankings over the default once per week. Drawbacks to SE Ranking The downside
of low keyword allowances is that larger websites or agencies can’t use this service to satisfy all their customers. If you need to check more than a few hundred keywords for your business, SE Ranking quickly becomes a poor choice. Even More Options To Check Out Finally, we have some options that we don’t recommend strongly but could be worth
it depending on your needs: 1. ProRankTracker If SE Ranking offers a low keyword count, ProRankTracer offers a minuscule amount. In addition to a free 20 keyword searches per day, ProRankTracer has plans that go up to 2,000 words per day. The problem with ProRankTracer, in addition to its low keyword allowance, is the interface. The UI for the
application requires more exploring to find important information about your website than other, more streamlined applications like Ahrefs and AccuRanker. Overall, ProRankTracer will be fine as another budget option for an independent business or creator willing to put in some extra effort. 2. SERPWatcher SERPWatcher from Mangools offers
many of the standard tools a SERP checker provides but doesn’t seem to innovate on them very much. Additionally, the number of keywords you can search for is on the lower side, though not as low as choices like Nightwatch and ProRankTracer. SERPWatcher offers some free uses of their keyword search though, meaning it could be a good place to
start getting a feel for using a SERP checker. 3. SERPWoo SERPWoo utilizes a deep SERP tracking system to analyze SERP ranking results for websites and render reports for users. The tools included with SERPWoo allow you to also check into SEO practices you can use for a specified website to improve its ranking. The problem with SERPWoo is
that it doesn’t have the same depth of features that other checkers on our list have. Combined with the slightly higher than average prices, SERPWoo doesn’t immediately offer a benefit to folks not already familiar with their platform. Free SERP Checkers In addition to the best SERP checkers listed above, we’ll now dive into some of the free options.
1. SERP Checker This is one of the most popular SERP checker tools available to you. On SERP Checker You can quickly review your SERP results with a few minutes, and it will bring up all of the Google results for a varied number of keywords. The only criteria it uses is that your website ranks from 0-100 on Google. You can use it to check out your
website or your keywords. It does give you limits only to check ten keywords daily, but you can bypass that by registering for a free account. The best part is that it takes about 1 minute or less to sign up and get started. Also, keep in mind that it is focussed primarily on Google and not others like Bing. Features: Free SERP Results tracking with
minimal hassleSign up and get unlimited checks of keywords and SERP resultsSpeedy process, and has minimal wait times to get your rankings to you. Keep in mind that you will only get a sense of your Google ranking with this SERP checker tool. 2. What’s My SERP WhatsMySerp is also a free SERP checker tool that gives you access to the top 100
Google results. You can even use it for a wide variety of keywords and check out your website rank. Keep in mind that search engine marketers built this tool, so they have aimed to include as many helpful features. They also understand that mobile SERPs are different from desktop SERPs. They’ve integrated results for mobile and desktop in the
checker tool. Features: It’s a free SERP checker tool and has powerful features when using this version.You may opt to get a free account to understand the value of unlimited checksNo unnecessary trials or credit card neededIntegrates and gives you SERPs for desktop and mobileDesigned by internet marketers who have experience with SEO 3.
SERP Robot SERP checkers like SERP Robot help you as you aim to improve your ranking and do better than your competitors. This free tool will quickly gauge your place in the search engines and find out who is sitting at the top spot. The results are accurate and structured, and you will get a real-time list showing your SERPs when you run this
SERP checker. You can also check out how your competitors are doing and understand their results for free with access to thousands of useful keywords. You can check ranking between 0-100, and as with most free SERP checkers, it will merely show you “above 100”. Features: You can cross-check your SERP results for freeThis SERP checker will
let you test your SERPs for an unlimited amount of time.Accurate results, and it does use real-time information for Google and other search engines.Track your competitors with the SERP checker and understand what they are doing, so you can model this and do better. Alternatives to SERP Checkers It wouldn’t be fair to say that a SERP checker is
the only way to see how your website ranks online or improve its ranking. If you don’t think a SERP checker is the way to go for your website, here are some alternatives you can review: 1. WordPress SEO Plugins Most website builders know that WordPress allows users to enable WordPress plugins. These plugins can provide feedback and data on
SEO practices. Many of these plugins are among the most popular plugins used across all WordPress websites. These plugins can help fill in gaps for users on budget SERP checkers. However, outside of utilizing some of the expensive subscription plugins, a WordPress SEO plugin won’t replace a dedicated SERP checker due to their lack of keyword
database references. 2. Google Search Console and Analytics Google’s Search Console and Analytics tools offer users a way to look into how their websites stack up on Google’s search engine. In particular, Google Analytics data can be charted over time and annotated to see how different changes in website SEO affect a website’s search results.
These tools work well for Google but don’t offer any insight into how your website ranks on other search engines. So, unless you want to focus on Google SERPs, these tools won’t be the only ones you use in your SEO procedures. Frequently Asked Questions Here are answers to the frequently asked questions about SERPs and SEO: There are over
200 known ranking factors for Google’s search engine, let alone the other search engines out there. Still, the main takeaways to improve a website’s SEO involve a consistent publication of quality content, keywords in title tags, and backlinks to authoritative pages. Other technical details, like website security and mobile accessibility, also factor into
SEO. Search engine result pages (SERPs) and search engine optimization (SEO) are different. SEO refers to the act of improving content or websites so that they have a better chance of showing up in higher positions on a SERP. While these two acronyms relate to each other, they are not the same thing. Wrapping Up As mentioned, Ahrefs is the
winner across all of our criteria. The price is high, but you get so many tools and features to make up for that price that you won’t need another SERP checker when using Ahrefs. The app also has the largest keyword database out there, helping to ensure the result accuracy needed to stay ahead of the competition. Still, if you haven’t looked at any
SERP checkers before, we recommend that you pick one of the budget options like Nightwatch and give their free trial a spin. You’ll learn more about these applications by trying them out for yourself!
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